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:The role of attitudinal variables has recently. become a cen ral concern

to sociolinguists. Given the focus of sociolinguistic studies, the mult

ects of covariaton between li guistic and°sociocultural structures and

beh viours, it is not surprising but importance of attitudinal variables

'should h been -recognized and its rolb actively investigated in recent

The-, levance of, attitudinal variables is obvious to sociolinguistiC

topics such as lang age choice and differential cede allocations in multi-

lingual se.:ttings valuations and devaluatiOns ofspecch varieties'and their

reinfOrcement or di placement, language maintenance and language shift gro-
,!

cesses'; language panel" and language planning endeavors.

While 1..angUa

linguistic inv

copcerning wha

guage/attitude

whiCh ranges fro

attitudinal uariab

language. ]t his r

end Of this cont\4u

/

t/itudes constitute teday.a central .concept in socio-
.,'

Fe is no consensus in either theory or research

Ac Tided or excluded from their definitions. Lan-

J Si
?

.ip4tin research practice represent ayast continuum

ions in terms oftheir referent,sleguage, to all those

'According to Fis

h influence language behaviour and behaviour towards.

T
been pointed out by Joshua A:-Fishman that neither

is entirely satisfactory er thy or research,

an langiage attitudes should be defined in-terms of their

referent and amplified to include not only language but language behaviour and

referents of which language or language behaviour is a marker or symbol: 2 Thus

attitudes towards Spanish , towards features of. Spanish such as dialect variants,

,

towards the use of Spanish forintrkagroup purposes, towards, Spanish as an

ethnic identity marker, towards Spanish maintenance and shift, would all be lan-
k

, .

guage attitudes: ,Conversely, attitudes towards Latin or Mexican Americans are
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not language attitudes per se alt o h they Might-be ref4Cted ,by attitudes

towards Spanish or English speech-va ieties of Spanish speakers:

Whether we define language attitudps in, the narrow 'Or wide sense, the

number-of studies dealing with tanguage attiytudes towards. Spanish among Mexican

Americans is very limited and their origin very recent. Thed/first studies

_
. .

appeared in the mid-sixties.-
1

From these studies we have learned that,language
b .' \

A

maintenance did not reprosent a consciously avowed goal among reS ndents in
.

San Antonio; that the usage of Spanish was associated with considerable social

stress in domains other than those under privatepcontrol, andthat mother-

tongue continuity when considered desirable was not justified upon ethnic

grounds, such as the preservation.of the group,as a distinct entity (this was

Percei81 mainly in terms of its subordinate socio- economic status) butrather,'

upon-humanistic and cultural values. ilitf language maintenance succeeded, which

it did, it was due to habitual usage and other factors, rather than to ideolo-
-

gical elaboration or conviction. A large-scale more recent study reinforces
A'

thesp findings.
4 The Mexican American population of an Antonio when asked

what they'would like to see theme children retain of Mexican ways, gave prior-
s o

A
ity to manner and customs (38%).rather than to language (31%). Respondents

from Los Angeles, on the other hand, where Mexicanness is less of a liability

because of the greater Permisiveness of the environment; the greater opportunity

of upward mobility and the greater English profiency of the Mexican Atherican

population, gave preference to Spanish maintenance by .a far greater margin (51%),

both San Antonio andlLos Angeles, the desire for languageretentiveness

med to be positively1 correlated with social status., It was Mentioned far

4 3

more often among the w 11-to-A than the poor.

dhgoitig changes ithin the ethnic community, particularly in dalifornia,

progressive urbanization, greater educational attainment and occupational diversi-

3

t
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fication,and within iiklOrmirea society the civAl rights movements and
!

/, 11-
- k_,

41/e)5ilingulilyducation act,, have lately facilitated the :rise of what is

/ .,I.

P

POmmonly referr'edas the Chi no movement, The Chicaio movement brought

along with
i
t a profusion of political and literaw writings in which a re-

.

valuation and icleologization of Spanish is for the first time fully articu-

lated. The goals of the movement aim not only at improving the socio-

economic and eductxtional status of the minority group, but its ethnic self-
_

image and status honor, as well. Its adherents, responsive to the heightened

need for attaining groupcohesiVbness which might facilitate further socio-

economic gains, make frequent reference to the Hispanic yeritage--cultural

and linguistic--as contrastive components,of self-identity, authencity 4nd

pride, While class conflicts and discriminatiOn mightbethe stronger driving

force behind the rise and growth of Chicano assertiveness than is the will to

ethnic distinctiveness itself, theeffectiveness of the movement is undoubtedly

reinforcedby its dual appeal to self-interest and affective ties Chicano

nationalism, in the senseof ethno-cultural identity, rather than political

ideology linked tothe establishment of a separate territorial entity, has thus

far been primarily an urban and intellectual phenomenon. It has stirred only

the Chicano elites, its Writers, leaders and students, and among these just

the younger generations.' Whether it can or will mobilize the middle classes

and. proletariat is far,from certain. While ethnic unity itself is favored by

vast majorities( in such different settings as Los Ange,lee (81%) and San Antonio.

(90%), there isAtar less agreement on the reasons underlying this goal, and

least of all when it comes to endorsing-cultu unity, The attainment of

political influence and'social gains are ar more commonly claimed than the

notion of cultural unity, to which o y a few .ubscribe, 11% and 17% in San

Antonio and Les Angeles respecti,-ly.6

From these brief intro ctory remarks it ijs. evident that attitudes
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1 4,towards Spanish and language consciouLicb. among Mexican Americans are highly

'diversified. We/know that Spanish language usage is associated with stress by
r

some .and with ethnic, authenticity by others. However, we have very few indi-

cations of the individual characteristics that are correlated with differentihl

orientations towards Spanishand the justifications that might be advanced in

4

favor of its maintenance. The present study is an attempt to explore system-
s

atically language attitudes among the younger and more socially mobile Mexican

Americans, to determine what linguistic and demographic variables are correlated

7 o
with differential language attitudes,and to ascertain to wha'textent, if any,

attitudinal commitment to:Spanish coreelates-With behavioural commitment to

Spanish' maintenance.

SaMple PopulatiOn
.:.

One hundred and sixty -foul students of Mexidan descent enrblled at the

University of Texas, Austin; served as respondents, The studenepopulation .

showed a wide distributional range on several-important variables: language pro-
!

fiency,' currently and developMentally; language usage; socio7economic status;

provenance and generatlion of residence in the United States. Occupational status

of the fathers ranged from unskilled laborers to professionals and managers..

'The mean occupational status, however, was low; It was represented by skilled

laborers. Educational attainment of the fathers varied from none to graduate

and professionals, the latter being represented by a minority Of 14 %. ProVe-
-

nance was\represented by metropolitan and non- metropolitan areas.with both 'a

very high concentration of Mexican Americans and only a marginal representatiOn

of the '.same ethnic group. The majority however was born and spent their child.7,

hocil years in areas which contain large segments\of Mexican Ameribans. Generation

f residence in the United States spanned from recent immigrants to native -born

respondent; of native parentage. Fifty percent of the sample population was of
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foreign- stock parentage, and the other half of native-bAn parentage., Not

"of the respondents claimed Spanish as their mc4 r tongue,- % claimed

and 10%'both\Spanish and English, While / ere are significant between-,

group differences regarding current bilingual pro icioncy'dependng Upon which

language wis spoken firpt, only 5% of the total i puration -claims greater 'pro-

fifncy in:Spanish today, as opposed to a majority of 75% which claims to be

mor proficient in,__Entjlish, and the rust, 20%, cl im equal facility in both

1,111qUagOn.

Whe data .on all vt?bles, demogiaplaic, lin uistic and attitudinal, was

gatheied-by mail.questionnaires during the Spume, of-1974. Among tfie informa-

tion sought by the' personal background questionn ire, in addition to thy: items
44,

....already mentioned, was the re client's graduate or undergraduate statu, his/

her degree expectations, and affiliation w h Me 4.cali American organizat'onS.

The language usage sectien.consisted of multiple-choice items and a kcd

about the frequency of Spanish usage within several domains and with different

age - groups, Language profiency.measures, sbased on a four point scale, dealt
4

with eluestionS regarding language competence and dominance developmentall and

currently,

The section covering language attitudes, which are restricted to Fishman'S

definition, consisted.Mostrylof open question items in order to encourage t

out the'"To& l object with:no

leads from the qpe.se" s themselves. .Since genially only modest relationshipS

4 I.

have been found between attitudinal measures and overt linguistic behaviour,. a.

commitment gueStion was included.7 Tie respondents were asked if they \had under-

respondents to express their individual views

taken any measures in the last two years to strengthen

The fd owing processing operations were performed

a
6

their knowledge of Spanish-,

on the data a) avarimax



orthogonal:factor analySiS'i,which yielded a thx'ed factor solution;` b) anallyses

of variance-on each-faetor "0-order to test for the relationship,of linaistic

e. and demographic variables upon differential factor scores, ,

4
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The findings of this study -will first'be Presented in terms of the:re-

sponses which are shared by the group as a: Whole, and then in terms of the clus-

tors that resulted from the factor analysis and the relationships between'

individual characteristics and differential -orientations to Spanish language

lOyalty.

211121zap and Results

Attitudinal language loyalty among Mexican American college students is

high. Leaving aside for pie moment the rationales advanced in favor of Spanish,
. ',

the majoritr
'

of the ig,estudents viethe Spanish languageaa a positive referent,
.

(84.5), regret the on-going language shift they claim t6 perceive among the

h
younger generations (67.7) and consider that Spanish usage should be encouraged ,

(86.5) because,it representS an iK rtant component of community life. They

believe that in order to insure. language maintenance sOcialization in SpaniSh

at home and at sthool are indispensable, (62.2%).. They'oalso believe that Social-

0

ization in Spanish is more vital than other potential. measures such as an atti-
,

o , 3

tudinal change within the dOTinantsociety (1.5.9),which is perceived as intol,

erant of if not opposed to ethnp-linguistic diversity. Continued close contact

among Mexican American's is also deemed necessary to Sustain Spanish mafntenance

,j
in the long run (82.970\

,Most of the rebpondents(63.4) attribute greater experssiveheqs to Spanish

.

than .English for certain topics and Situations and viceversa, When questioned

however, as to the actual speech situatiofox: which each language is more

only a mnall-.number was able to conceptualize these. Among the

topics for which Spanish'was considered more expressive were cultural

7



*tfi,,

mat.'ters.(25%),,intragkoup intera*on :(:2.2%) and affective matter.)(14.1%).

6
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' 4.7

por*politca 8.Z)., technical .(23'.,8%), academic (23.8%) and occupational

(13..4%) pursuits, English was considered more appropriate an expressive as

well. The overairlow rate of responses in this area might be rprising par-

ticularly in view of the fact that Spanish usage was conSidered.by a)far

.11
greater number to be intimately related to intragroup life. Th se discre-

.

panCie4 are acceuntedfor when current linguistic competence and ehaviour

/1.

4 I.

among the respondents are considered, For the'majority,. .jfInglish s currently

the dominant tongue,* and it&fregpency of usage, exceeds that%) Spanish in ',all

spheres of interactj.on,excepting those which involve the older generations,

parents and gr.andparentS. Since language usage seem 0 ix primarily doter-

,mined by the linguistic proficiency of the interlocutorS, rather than by a

diaglossic norm in which Spanish and English are accorded differential allo-

cations it is understandable that difficulties should arise in co7ptual-

izing,domain separations when low if any obtain in actual speech situations.
i

\,
Whila S./banish is more valued in the abstract than Engli.th, it is not pro-

t .

.

furred or Olglish for intimate, relaxed conversatidhs.. Linguistic faikklity,.
'4

\

claimed by the majority' (84.1%), determines language choice rOiler than

. ,

(11

exprd sivcconsiderations, suscribed only by a few (4.9,) The greater expres-

.

siveness attributed to Spanish seems, thus, to be,rooted'in the past rather

than the present and to flow from its being the first language learned or heard

in intimate home circumotances, rather than from the language itself, such as

structural, lexical or phonologiCal-nuancei derived from a c gnitive matrix.

There is less agreement among the respondents in relation to'the potential

difficulties engendered by A dual linguistic loyalty, Only a w*view:bilingual-

rlsm as non-problematic and free of disadvantages without any qualifications.

The majority, however, (56.1%), emphasizes that bilingualism is problet-free

8

V
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.only for those individuals with near-:hative-like;CO nd of Engli'Sh: Those:.#

who 4aim that bilingualism does engender diffICUltiee, (32.4%), :do not,

hoWeVer believe.that the difficulties stem from the alingual speaker him-y

sclf.. The conflicts are perceived as arising from Unfavorable attitudes held

by members of the dominant society-toward accented.speech, and 41 extensiOn,

towards the speaker himself.

The rationales advanced in favor of Spanish are covered by three content

categories. These are based upon ideologiCal, instrumental .and affective con-

.

siderations. Within the firs :Category Spanish is legitimized upon ethnic

grounds. However) ideological support for Spanish, is' not sought primarily

within the family or the ethnic community, but beyond it.' It is Sought from

hi:Storidal arguments, roll the primacy of the Spanish- speaking groups in the

United States, the cultural d literary achievements of litspanic ancestors,

%
Ns,

and the;. functional importA,co o Spanish on the ffilropean and Amor-lean conti-
,

nents., Spanish is viewed as a link with and s'ymbOi of th Hispan c.heritagq

and language Mailitenance is consideredesSentialif/eUltur I continuity is-

be preserved for oneself and future generations. The usage of

1.

Mexican Americans is thoutght of as expressing (and expressive of) ethnic

o'ng

1- Within the second category,' Spanish is justified upon non-ethnic grounds.

It is valued for'instrumental, interperbonal and cultural reasons, derived from

its usefulness in many occupational pursuits and in bridging the communication'
2

cdp between the older and younger Mexican-Ameridan genetations, and the other

Spanish- .speaking people in the United States and abroad. Setting aside prag-
t

matic consideratiOris, the "knowledge of another languaggt is Viewed.as an en-

riching)exiltrience in itself, of which the'respondents as a. whole seem to be

proud of.
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1411pin the last. cat cry,, which comprisepHthe.-smallest number of response ,.

if
,Spanish is validated primarily uponaffective grounds ..Spanish=is cherished`

not so'much in itself or for any,extrinSic properties that might be associated
fl,;

wit it, but rather because it is embedded in childhood memories,, in intimate
.

familial.rulationships and all thope experienceS'that.are near and dear.toone's
t

innerm self. Only secondarily is Spanish. viewed as 'A referent .to the ethnic.

group nd its cultural heritage.

The Commitment to Spanish language maintenance when ,judged by the respon-

dents' behavioural implementation, rather than attitudinal orientation, is a -far

scarcer commodity.' Only one fourth of' themhaye undertaken any measures in the
N

last two years to expand theirLprefipi4ency in Spanidh.. The strongest 'commitment '

--,. '0.,

_,:,

is found among those who .have taken ormal coursework, indepolndent.from any ., .

,r/ k
degree requirements. Among the others, increased freguey ofuga,g0, self- .

,.,.. .... /

instruction and greater exposure to SPaniell reading- materials. represent the most

common options,

There are few overt negative re,Sponses. to Spanish, 6.7/7; of the total. Negative

evaluations' or Spanish are based exclusively on pragmatic considerations: Spanish

language usage amongtMnxican AMericans is deplored and its maintenance rejected,

because of thdir presume rota ding effect upon assimilation to the dominant so-

Ciety and its tongue, and the

language itself is perceinvip

socio-economic-gains that ensue from it. -The 'Spanish-

as a negative referent, as it is identified as sort

paAel of the educational gap and lack social mobility that plague the

ethnic groups. Since language retenti "mess is believed to have .brought nothing

but deprivation-,, it is assumed th the sooner Spanish is relinquished, the

faster these gaps will be brid

A somewhat-more cOmpl picture emerges from the factor analysis to which. we

now turn. Factor I i represented by positive attitudinal response6 to Spanish,

o



/

,

-

'

-/Vage IO. -

without consideration of instrumental, ideological or. affective jUst4ficatiens

advanced in its favor. It indicateb that all'those who_view Spanish positively

consider ,language shift -a loss of one type or another, arid axe-accordingly in

favor of continUed language maintenance.

Since attitudinal positiveness is too *widely claimed, and its range of

w,rince too restricted, none of tlie variablyes chosen word' significantly related

,

to difCrential.factor 9cores: father's educational attainthent ahd occupational

stid:us, birthplace of the respondent and generation of residence in the Unite
^'

('.
, ..

. .. ,-

States, his/her upper/underclassman status at the-University, .degree expetation, ,
46 * 'ff.'0

:41

Membership in Waxican American.organizations, the first' language SPoken develop-
, .

-.
, *s...,

mentally and current iingUistic dominance. Only nativity app7ached significan
.

,

. 4
;..

,

. , ,

Respondents, of fOreign parentage' had Somewhat higher positive attitudinal scores

-4400 , , . -

:than those of native parentage. . . ', ',:,,

..,
,

4

Facto r II iS represeAted by'behaviouraiCommitmenNo language main nance.

It indicates that respondents wheclaim,to u

/
five years ago are also' the onds.who tend toLhave undertaken.somebeasuros to ex-

. . , .

, 0 /
/ parietheir,proficiency in Spanish, Whether it be formal coursework; -self-study or

1/
,

,
.

seme Oth tions. Higher behavioural Commitment scores. are foUnd among those
./

e more Spanish lat&ly than/they did.

"/

'who
claim a coordinate rather than suberdinate bilingualism,. and

)

p ssibly among those who spoke Spanish as the first language ratherthan English

oth Spanish and English. ,Mother tongue only approaChed statistical signifi-

.

cance withi- n this sample, but it.i .highly likely that withia larger sample it

would have proven to 'be an important factor inbehavioural co itment. Fatter. III

includes these favorable atfitudes towards Spanish which are either justified
_

upon. ideOlogical or emotional groundS, and as such, are more affectlin68ted and,
,
.

.. lr/. .

' less de-ethnicized than hose based upenjinstrumental valueSalone. The SpaniS4
/ . ,

.

language, its usage and maintenanceare eithersymbolically el6orated,or Charged
\ .

with emotional significance. An affect-inveSted orientation towards sPanish tends
.

. , .
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o occur among respondents of( low socio-economic background who claim Spanish

as their' mother tongue, Dave h Spanish usage scores with peers, hold high-
/7

.
degreriexpectationS, and are a filiated with Mexican American .organizations.

It shoulg not be inferred f om these results that a causal' relationship

exist between an Ideological oriex on towards Spani:sh andlhigher Spanish -

snores;, Noanalysis ha' performed as yet to see whether in effect

uch a relationahip obtains. Before the claim can be made validly several con;

troll have to be applied, since low socio-economic status is positively associated.

with high Spanish-usage scores independently of attitudinal orientation. It

t

is possible therefore, that by controlling this factor no differential language-
,

usage scores will obtain,

Nativity only approached'statistical significance, but it is highly inter-,
1' -

°sting inasmuch as respondents of native rather than foreign parentage tended to
e

favor ethno-cultural pluralism. The overall results suggest that ethno4-cultural

consciousness and bicultural pluralism are more likely to be overtly upheld among,:

.-the native than the foreign born, the more, dispossessed than the better-off, and.

the more politicized; aad that therefore it may be in.direct ratio to toW47i1Ibeh.

the respondents have become amerlicanized and made aware of their individual rights

and the discrepancies that exist between the Americancreed.and,thei"i own lceali

ties. Si -Ch awareness ameng the natiVe-born is further enhanced by the fact that

they are also more likely to take the Anglo group as a frame of refereac7 in

judging their rdspective StatdS than their equivalent groups in MEncico, ass may

4*

be the case among respondents of foreign-1).0in. parentage . /

3

Conclusions

/

It is not surprising that attitudinal la,.6uage loyalty among col ege studentS.

c

Should-both be more intense and more-full verbanIoci:than among the genetal

4exican,American p ulation or older, nerations /College students represent
r.

/



the most educated, English - proficient and upwardly mobile segment-of their

ethnic group. As a result of.it, they can more easily conce tUaltize and justify

Page. 12

.
,

-
-,-

.

their,beliefs about the importance of Spanish thancould their'les

' -
.

d less English-prbficient fellow ethnics, whO are struggling over
'

improvement or sta

.

their ethnic tongue

educated

status

as maintenance. The students' favorable orientation towards
.

onforms_tO language!attitUd

Inative groups, in the United States and abroad. Mos/
their own language positively ad with more emotional intensity than other ton-)

,

held by other immigrant or

mother-tongue s view 11'

gues,'.eventhough the reasonf underlying language loyalty may vary/ from group
h

to group and place tp place.8 Equally consistent with findings fro revious
-i--

studies'among other linguistic groupS are these acts: a)

e4
emotionnvolvement is stronger among these kowhom the

A : .

the- first language, and as such- is `embedded in deep7seated

than among those for Whom _it was a second

theinte sity of

ethnic tongue is

affective experiences,

r additional language unmediated

by the ,factors; thdugh the int-en ity. of attachment decreases wit

enerational rice anguage loyalty may

of me sust ned by other.f
44,

tudinal.languagelbyaltD'does n

tors, such

.

ommitment to it. Behavioral oo
.

ptAmarily a

orientation

and does persist .over a peried,

respect and intereSt;9 c)..atti-

tt -
.

t neceSsa ,`ply prrelate with behavioral

: .

`tment o ,language loyalty seems to be

function of linguistig'ability,-rathet than overt
4 .

whether the latter pe,susEain0q:by insttumpntal,

affective considerations

Spanish labage maintenance, they do.not belittle the functional
,

attitudinal,

ideological

While Mexican American College students favor

_English, anqtheY ate:highly conscious -of the potential. or actual

that ensue, not onlfrom limited English proficiency but accented
0

as well. 'Their apprehensions over accented speechshould not b

as mere projectio", of inner.

needs-for

difficulties

English

v.' dismissed

ecuritieS derived from a linguistic:or non-



linguistic basis. We know from recent research that ese beliefs are in re-

jections from outer realities rather than mere project ons of inner p cesses.

Page l3

40

English.speech samples of Mexican AMgritan children ha ebeen judge by Anglo

gr,

teachers as considerably more ethnic and:substandard s compared with speech

samples of Anglo and Black children of equivalent socioeconomic background..

Hesit pabsivity and 19w self - confidence shave also been associated morq
9

often with Mexican American children's speech than with those of other Sidb-

jgrou s.lg In all instances, low class children, the most likely ones to need

and benefit rom bilingualLedutation,\. aVe consistently been judged least
I

favorably." These stereotp66, obtained from a Texas sample,. are not *necessarily
t

confined to
.
that state alone but may be prevalent in other SouthAstern areas

. .

.,

aswell. Educators should a 'ess themselves to this problem not only

AI---
. .

lationto providing the bi ingual Student with the Most accep le speech models.

in 're-

-of English, but also with. regards to -teachers' overt or covert attitudes towards

accented speech'.and by -extension towards the speaker himself. Att udes may

' -

and do influencet'eacher's expectancies of their pupils, an&Uese in turn

affect the student's,behalioral patterns and academic performance as well.

since.thpre seem t6 be'generational and clasS differentials with reigard-

to Spanish language la

advances in favor, oaf

. -0
it is reasonable to assAthe.that the rationales

'--

cation itself Will not be equally apPeali

to all sUbgfoups invOlvd. Bilingual coMpetence:as an'end in itself WoUld,seem
.

.

.

. .
. .

to appeal more to the younger and-well-to-do generations than to older and less

.well-to-do hninority memberS,.'whoSe-main cins are the'ma'stery of English and

O
-

status improvement. As bilingual education prbgrams cater by and large

1

more dispossessed groups, parents must be reassured through wo o :and deeds.

that their children are in effect making substantial progress, academically and
.

.
, . .

lingnistically and that in the end, when the transition to English is maae
, ,

.

I
14.



these children will'not sufferthe'sae difficulties as the paren
,

suffered in the,past.

is have
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Biculturalism, on the other hand, both as a goal and in terms of its

implementation, seems a moreproblematicatea.. Cultural unity and bicul,

turalism among Mexican Americans, in the sense of ethnic distinctiveness,

seems to_ be favored only/Eminority Within the minority' itself, among the

students studied ands the general population,.as well.'--The validation

cultural"plUralisM, among those who-fVor it, is rooted, hoWever, in,the past

`,rather than the present. iSuppqrt is sought from those very.attribbtes- that

,

leasirelevant to daily existential patterns and are embedded in the

c lture.of home and hearth. Instead the more selective aspects of.,ethnicity

are invoked, those represented by the Spanish high-culture rooted in images of

the collective--not individual - %past and/the exploits of mediate- -not immediate--
qr

anc6stors. This seeming deprecation of the folk-Components of ethnicity and

the preference for its moree-EITc'tive aspects may either respond to a proc140

of de- thnization in itself or the posSibliity that the ethnic individual may
.

derive renter becurity and'comfort:from a more transmuted type of ethni'city.

AP
,than that which' characterizes his immediata.surroundings. If in fact the ethnic

finds hd.mself more at ease with the high and more distant ethnic-
.

related culture than his own variant, then it would seem that the inclusion of

contrastive existential patterns between the minority and jori aild in the

cultural component of bilingual programs and in teacher-training programs might

'achieve less for the minority child's sense of'security than the teaching of the

high_culture. If one further taktes'into consideration that peer pressure, and
4

,

acceptance byene's peers are most acutely felt by youndOchildren,'and that
. . .

loaded

)

teachecsk stereotypes are already leaded wi000 differential perceptions and expect
.e-.

. )

Cations, then the de-emphasizing of cultural differences and the stressing of

V J

5
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similarities would seem to be an important, if not essential, component as

well. After all, one must not lose sight.of the fact that man's definition of

.

himself and others are not only moldpd by space and timey but changed by .them

as well, ank...1.that in spite of ever existliig diversity, man's psychic organs of

perception and human needs remain basically invariant across cultures ando

times.

Yolanda Sole
University of Texas, Austin
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